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For Immediate Release 
 
Law Court Turns a Blind Judicial Eye to Smart Meter Arguments 
 
Today, culminating a four year legal and regulatory battle over the health and safety effects of smart meters, the 
Maine Supreme Judicial Court [the Law Court] affirmed a Maine Public Utilities Commission [PUC] decision that 
smart meters were essentially safe enough. Given the well documented utility industry influence on the agencies 
supposed to regulate them [Alster, 2015], and the Courts stated deference to the PUC, anti-smart meter activists 
were disappointed but not surprised.  
 
The appeal brought by Ed Friedman and others, argued the PUC in reaching their decision applied an improper 
standard and burden of proof, was not supported by substantial evidence in the record and that the two 
Commissioners offered extremely different arguments not resolved in their ultimate decision, thus making it 
arbitrary and capricious. Even though the legal burden was on Central Maine Power to show smart meters were 
safe, the Court decided to ignore this question since they found the Commission decision supported by substantial 
evidence in the record. 
 
Maine statute requires the PUC “shall ensure safe, reasonable and adequate service.” In their original decision the 
Law Court mandated the Commission determine whether smart meters and their associated radiofrequency 
radiation [RF] constitute a “credible threat” to the health and safety of CMP customers. The Courts interpretation 
of plain English statutory language “shall ensure safe[ty]” was thus transformed and in today’s decision was further 
distorted to new heights according to activists citing this passage from the Court [citing the PUC]: 
 
“It’s one thing to make a finding that evidence is credible regarding potential harm and quite another to find there 
is a legally credible threat of harm-that a credible threat of harm is in fact credible: likely and probable to result in 
harm.”  
 
“This doublespeak and flagrant disregard for the health and welfare of citizens is why justice will rarely be found 
within the law why our laws will ultimately collapse. Explain the Court’s logic to the many thousands injured by 
smart meters and to all those who refuse to pay what amount to extortion fees to avoid the actual or credible threat 
of harm from RF exposure” said Ed Friedman, spokesperson for the appellants. 
 
Activists described a long and convoluted road from “shall ensure safe, reasonable and adequate service”, what 
state statutes requires, to the PUC’s marginalized version accounting for “magnitude of risk, the probability of 
harm, availability of alternatives and mitigation techniques…”, essentially a risk assessment evaluation of 
acceptable harm, one that by their decision the Court endorses.  
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Friedman noted: “While the decision acknowledges over one hundred peer-reviewed scientific studies were 
reviewed by the Commission, what the Court doesn’t admit is over 1,000 peer-reviewed study citations and 
verbatim abstracts of supporting studies submitted into evidence by anti-smart meter activists were rejected by the 
PUC because ‘somehow we need to whittle down the amount of evidence.’ The Court has miserably failed the 
people of Maine, instead relying on CMP supplied evidence from the FCC [FCC exposure standards admitted by 
even the PUC to be obsolete and irrelevant],Trilliant [vendor for the smart meter project], Exponent [a well-known 
product defense firm], and the Maine CDC finding from 2010 [a 2-week rush job about which the CDC admittedly 
knew nothing and that predated both this investigation and the WHO classification of RF as a possible human 
carcinogen].”  
 
“The Court ignored when they needn’t have, independent testimony from international experts on the credible 
threat of harm RF exposures at smart meter levels pose and instead chose to believe the “Marlboro Man” that 
smoking is good for us. The Law Court has despite ample evidence we were not legally required to submit [with the 
burden of proof on CMP] rejected Maine’s judicial maxim-the health of the people is the supreme law,” added 
Friedman. 
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